We formalise a specialized database management system model for time series using a multiresolution approach. These special purpose database systems store time series lossy compressed in a space-bounded storage. Time series can be stored at multiple resolutions, using distinct attribute aggregations and keeping its temporal attribute managed in a consistent way.
database management systems that are usually queried using Structured Query Language (sql). Nonetheless, some authors [4, [6] [7] [8] notice that the use of sql systems as a time series backend suffers from some drawbacks.
nosql or newsql products are being developed to increase the performance and flexibility of sql systems [7] [8] [9] [10] . It is natural to consider them to store time series data.
Indeed, the continuous acquisition nature of the time series poses an issue when trying to store and analyse all the data [11] .
We can apply compression techniques in two distinct styles to face the challenges posed by time series data.
First, to get an approximation to the original signal that facilitates to do pattern search analysis or finding similarities [1, 5, 12] . Second, as a compression and aggregation approach that leverages the storage of massive data streams [13, 14] . Nonetheless, handling time series like data streams neither considers adequately the time dimension nor computes the evolution of aggregated parameters along the time, which is interesting for monitoring purposes.
RRDtool [15] is a system that stores time series aggregated using different resolutions. These characteristics allow to compact the data and facilitates faster visualisations. In spite of this, because RRDtool is a particular application, aggregation operations are limited to network monitoring.
Contributions
This paper formalises a model for tsms that stores and manages time series data. This model exhibits several unusual characteristics:
• It organises the data in an aggregated way and it allows to store time series using different time resolutions. We name this feature multiresolution. Thus, being multiresolution the most salient characteristic of our model, we call the formalised system Multiresolution Time Series Database Management Sys-tem (mtsms). The model is designed to satisfy the requirements of bounded storage computers such as sensor systems.
• It is a lossy storage solution. Multiresolution allows for a lossy storage solution that selects only the relevant data. In some sense, multiresolution is close to the lossy compression methods used in multimedia applications, that discard meaningless data in favour of size. RRDtool. To formalise time series we follow the same approach used to formalise bitemporal data for a relational dbms. The model favours more recent data over the older one, which is in common with some other methods, like that of Cormode et al. [13] .
We remark that the only goal of the model formalised here is to manage time series data. In practical applications, it would be usual to complement this model with a standard database system to handle all the remaining data if needed. For instance, time series metadata such as units of values, sensor localization or classification tags would be stored in a standard dbms.
Outline
This manuscript is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces previous work that concerns tsms and mtsms.
The motivation for multiresolution is set out in Section 3. We describe the model in two steps. First, in Section 4 we formalise a tsms model devoted to the basic elements and operations of time series. Second, in Section 5 we formalise a mtsms model that extends the previous one with multiresolution capabilities. In Section 6 we describe an implementation of the integrated tsms and mtsms model. Section 7 is devoted to a real data multiresolution database example. Finally, Section 8 offers some conclusions.
Previous work
For the sake of completeness here we describe some previous work related to time series storage. We organise this in three subsections. First, we introduce some previous approaches to database management systems for time series. Second, we explain how some authors applied compression techniques to leverage time series storage. Third, we review time series storage systems based on the data streams paradigm.
Database approaches
According to some authors, tsms should be considered as a specialised relational dbms [5] . Segev and Shoshani [16] propose a structured language for querying tsms. Their time series structures include the notion of regularity and temporal representation and their operations are sql-like. Dreyer et al. [4] suggest the requirements of a particular purpose tsms and base the model on five basic structural elements: events, time series, groups, metadata and time series basis. They implement a tsms named Calanda which includes calendar operations, it allows grouping of time series, and it operates with simple queries. They exemplify it using financial data. In [6] Calanda is compared with temporal systems designed for time series.
Other authors consider array database systems well suited to tsms. SciDB [7] and SciQL [8] are array database systems intended for science applications, in which time series play a principal role. They structure time series into arrays to achieve multidimensional analysis and they store other data into tables. SciDB is based on arrays which, according to the authors, allow to represent time series. In contrast, SciQL defines time series as a mixture of array, set, and sequence properties and exhibits some managing characteristics for time series that include dealing with regularities, interpolation or correlation queries.
Bitemporal dbms, sometimes referred directly as temporal data, is a database field that inherently considers temporal dimension of data. Bitemporal data manages historical data and events in databases by associating pairs of valid and transaction time intervals to data. Bitemporal data and time series data are not exactly the same, and so they cannot be treated interchangeably [6] , however, there are some similarities that can be considered. dbms research represents bitemporal data as relations extended with time intervals attributes and enlarge relational operations to deal with time related aspects [17, 18] .
Compression approaches
Oetiker's RRDtool [15, 19] is a free software database management system designed for monitoring systems. Because of this, it is focused on a particular kind of data, gauges and counters, and it lacks general time series operations. RRDtool can store data at diverse time resolutions. Plonka et al. [20] evaluated RRDtool performance and found limitations when storing a vast number of different time series. They suggested a caching system on top of RRDtool as a solution. Weigel et al. [21] advocate for a similar approach that caches queries by aggregate parameters. In Weigel's paper, the authors state that other systems only show subsets of data, but they also consider necessary to show data in their complete time span. They developed the software package known as TSDS that fully stores time series and then query them by date ranges or by applying different filters and operations to the data.
Deri et al. [22] suggested Tsdb, a lossless compression storage tsms for time series that share the same time instants of acquisition. Different series are stored grouped by the acquisition time instead of in an isolated way. Deri et al. compared Tsdb, RRDtool, and a relational product.
They found that as a consequence of its structure, Tsdb achieves a better measure store time but a worse measure retrieval time than other products. The need to be continuously regrouping data is the cause of the differences.
However, when the measures share the same time, Tsdb considers them as the same time series and measure retrieval time improves. In these circumstances, it would be interesting to use the Tsdb implementation architecture of shared time arrays in a mtsms to achieve a better storage performance.
Some of the lossy compression techniques for time series
pursuit an optimal approximation representation. They seek to balance between the least amount of data that can reconstruct the original signal and the data that gives the least error. Keogh et al. [12] cite some possible approximation representations for time series such as Fourier transforms, wavelets, symbolic mappings or piecewise linear representation. They remark the last one as very usual due to its simplicity and develop a system called iSAX [2, 23] to analyze and index massive collections of time series. They argue that the main problem is the indexing of time series, and they propose some efficient methods. The first method proposed is based on a constant piecewise approximation. The time series representation obtained with iSAX allows to reduce the stored space and faster indexing while maintaining the quality achieved by more sophisticated methods. These compression techniques are candidates for being used as attribute aggregate functions in the mtsms model.
Data stream approaches
Cougar [14] is a sensor database system that maintains two main structures: a relational structure for sensor properties and a set of data sequences for time series coming from sensors. Cougar time series have specific operations that can combine relations and sequences. Cougar target field is sensor networks, where data are stored distributed in different locations. Queries in Cougar are resolved by combining sensor data in a data stream abstraction. According to the authors, this improves the processing performance.
To compute statistical aggregates, some authors consider time series as data streams. Cormode et al. [13] developed some aggregation techniques that give more weight to recent data and that allow to run fast approximate queries on compressed data. Dou et al. [24] create index structures as multiresolution aggregates, like average, count, or top, for historical data managed in a flash storage. They consider a specific storage solution based on a register with pointers similar to the multiresolution storage in RRDtool [19] .
Multiresolution motivation
An important characteristic of the model formalised in this paper is multiresolution. In a previous work, we analysed the requirements, and we summarised the main target for multiresolution systems [25] .
In this section, we motivate the advantages of the multiresolution approach. First, we intuitively introduce the concept of multiresolution through an example. Then, we discuss the benefits of this formulation. The multiresolution approach enhances tsms features in several aspects:
• Voluminous data. The monitoring systems capture an enormous amount of data from sensors. To be able to process these data, their volume must be reduced. The multiresolution approach allows to select and store only the most interesting segments of data.
We understand these segments as different resolution views for the same time series. The user can configure how these segments are extracted and summarised by defining different time steps and functions. Multiresolution also facilitates the graphing of huge time series.
It allows to select the best time range and time step that makes the graph fit on the screen. Because we cannot appreciate more data on the screen, there is no need to render it.
• Data validation. The use of monitoring systems to capture data is a current practice. However, the nature of these systems has some drawbacks that have an impact on the obtained data. Quevedo et al. [26] note that the main problems arise when the moni-toring system cannot capture data, producing errors known as gaps, or when the monitoring system captures data erroneously. The multiresolution attribute functions are designed to cope well with validation, filtering and reconstruction of these unknown data to keep a consistent history.
• Data time regularisation. To monitor with a nonconstant sampling rate has a side effect that induces irregularities in data. According to Kopetz [27] • Data summaries. A goal of a database system is to answer the user queries about the stored information.
The multiresolution approach allows a lossy compression storage solution. In some sense, it is an online way to compute and store data summaries, i.e. data of interest. These stored data summaries allow faster queries of voluminous data. However, we should determine the organization of the summaries a priori, and we should consider the context where the future queries will be issued. The value is an attribute that indicates the magnitude of a measure. The domain for the values can be of any data type. Valid domains for values include integers, real numbers, strings, and richer data structures such as arrays, lists, or even other time series. In the sequel, the domain for values will be denoted by V. Without loss of generality, in this paper we will assume that the domain of values is the set of projectively extended reals R * = R ∪ {∞}.
Time series model
A measure represents an actual value measured at a particular time instant. We define it below. Order between measures plays a significant role. Given two measures we define two distinct order relations. Note that the semitemporal order is a partial order and the temporal order is a total order. Intuitively speaking, a time series is an ordered set of measures of the same phenomena. Sometimes they are also called time sequences [29] . We define it as follows. Observe that although measures in S are expected to be of the same phenomenon, from a formal standpoint we only require the domain of all values to be the same.
A time series does not contain two measures at the same time. Therefore, taking account of the temporal order, a time series is a totally ordered set.
The cardinality of a time series S = {m 0 , . . . , m k }, noted as |S|, is the number of measures that it contains. An empty time series is noted as ∅. Needless to say, |∅| = 0.
Although we defined values as scalars, it is easy to extend the concept. Following [30] , a time series can record more than one phenomenon if they share the same acquisition time instants. This kind of series is known as multivalued time series. Let S be a multivalued time series and let its domain be dom S = V 1 × · · · × V n . Then, we write its measures as m = (t, v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n ).
A time series is regular when its measures are evenly spaced in time, according to [29] .
Operations
We can manipulate time series using the operations de- In this section, we formalise three groups of operations, one in each of the subsections that follow. The set operations, that consider times series as sets; the sequence operations, that consider time series as sequences; and the temporal operations, that manipulate the time series assuming they are representations of functions.
Set operations
In what follows, we describe how to apply common set operators to time series. We rely on how the relational model of dbms describes operations based on set algebra [31] .
Consider a time series S. S is a finite ordered set (by the temporal order). Then, if S nonempty, S has a maximum and a minimum. The maximum of S, denoted as max S, is an element of S such that ∀m ∈ S : max S ≥ t m. Because max S is not defined when S = ∅, we are interested in the concept of supremum.
Recall that the time domain is the set of affinely extended real numbersR. Then, for an empty subset T = ∅ ofR we know that its supremum is sup(T ) = −∞ [32] .
Following the affinely extended reals, we apply the concept of supremum to sets of measures, i.e., time series.
Assume that m is an infinite measure. To be consistent with the affinely extended reals supremum, we consider T (m) = −∞. V (m) could be any arbitrary value. However, we choose an infinite value for simplicity. Then, we define an infinite measure m as m = (−∞, ∞).
Henceforth, we say that the supremum of a time series S, noted as sup S, is the measure defined as follows:
Dually, we can define the minimum of S, noted as min S, and the infimum of S, noted as inf S.
The membership operation defines when a measure belongs to a time series. We define two distinct membership operations which consider the semitemporal order (Definition 3) and the temporal order (Definition 4). The two distinct membership definitions will induce two different ways to consider time series and its operations.
Let S be a time series and m be a measure. We say that m belongs to S (plain membership), denoted as m ∈ S, when ∃x ∈ S : x = m. We also say that m belongs temporally to S (temporal membership), denoted as m ∈ t S,
The two distinct membership criteria induce two meanings for inclusion. Let R and S be two time series. We say that R is included in S, written R ⊆ S, when all the elements of R belong to S. Analogously, we say that R is included temporally in S, noted R ⊆ t S, when all the elements of R belong temporally to S.
The union of two sets is a set containing elements from both sets. The traditional set union operations do not apply to time series because the result time series may have repeated time values. Thus, we give a slightly modified (1, 1) The union operation requires both time series to have the same domain, as is also true with the union operation of relational algebra [31] .
Let R and S be two time series and let dom R = dom S.
The union of R and S, noted R ∪ S, is a new time series
It is interesting to emphasise that the union is a non-commutative operation while the temporal union is a commutative one. 
Based on union and difference we can define intersection
. We can also define the corresponding temporal operations.
Relational dbms extend the set operators by some more, such as selection, rename or join. This kind of operators also makes sense for time series. To illustrate this possibility we define the join operator.
Roughly speaking, the join of two time series is the combination of measures sharing the same time attribute.
Let R and S be two time series. The join of R and As binary computational operators depend on join operator, it must be recalled that join requires both time series measures to share exactly the same times. As aforementioned, when time series diverge, the temporal function operations explained later can be applied to adjust the time instants to join requirements.
Sequence operations
Sequence operations manipulate time series considering measures as being totally ordered by time. We define three basic operations: slice, successor and concatenation.
The classical interval concept can be applied to the time domain. In this context, given two time instants s and t,
we Let S be a time series. Assume that we want to obtain f , a temporal representation function for S. It is easy to see that there is not an unique temporal representation function for S. We denote as S(t) r the temporal representation function of S obtained by applying the method r.
Temporal function operations
Below, we exemplify the concept of representation function using two different methods based on impulse and constant piecewise functions.
Definition 6 (Dirac representation). Dirac delta (dd) is a method of representation based on the Dirac delta function. Let S be a time series. We define S(t) dd as the following dd representation function: functions. Let S be a time series. We define S(t) zohe as the following representation function:
The We use the concept of representation to formalise some set and sequence operators as temporal operators.
We define a temporal interval operation to introduce this concept. Let S be a time series, let [s : t] be an interval of two time instants and let r be a representation method.
The temporal interval, denoted as S[s : t] r , returns a new time series with measures in the interval temporal range.
That is, S[s : t] r = S(u) r for all u ∈ [s : t]. This is a general definition difficult to implement, therefore for every representation a particular temporal interval must be interpreted:
where m = (s, 0) and n = (t, 0).
• Let S(t) zohe be the zohe representation for S. The Then, we can not apply the previously defined R S.
However, we can define a more elaborated join based on the temporal selection, which we name temporal join. Let Using the temporal join, we can also implement the binary operations for time series that have dissimilar time sets. Next, we redo Example 3 to extend the binary sum using temporal join. 
Multiresolution model
In Section 3 we intuitively introduced the concept of Following, we define the mtsms model structure, its structural operators, the operations to query a multires-olution time series, and the attribute aggregate functions.
Although schema manipulation operations could be defined, in this paper we exclusively focus on structure and data query operators.
Structure
A buffer is a container for a time series. The aim of a buffer is to regularise the time series using a constant resolution step and an attribute aggregate function. We name the regularisation action as consolidation. We defined the attribute aggregate functions in Section 5.3. A multiresolution time series is a set of resolution subseries referred to the same time series. We store a time series regularised with distinct resolutions across the resolution subseries, as previously shown in Figure 3 . • The maximum zohe is such that V (m) = max ∀n∈S V (n).
• The last zohe is such that V (m) = V (max S ). 
RRDtool, [15] , uses an aggregation function similar to mean zohe to summarise velocity counter data by keeping the area below the original signal.
It is interesting to note that some attribute aggregation patterns are very similar. For instance, the maximum and last attribute aggregation schemes differ basically in the interval selection operation. However, other patterns have a more elaborated interpretation depending on the actual representation used, as it is the case of mean zohe and mean dd .
To summarise the model we have formalised in this section, we show a basic multiresolution example.
Example 5. We define a multiresolution schema for a time series, we consolidate the database and we query its data. Let S = {(1, 6), (5, 2), (8, 5) , (10, 0), (14, 1), (19, 6) , (22, 11) , (26, 6) , (29, 
Reference implementation
In this section, we briefly describe a reference implementation of the models offered in Sections 4 and 5. We give this implementation as a proof of concept. It does not attempt to be either an efficient or a complete database system. We implement the tsms and mtsms models using the Python [33] programming language.
The implementations of the two models, tsms and mtsms, are organised respectively in two separated Python libraries: Pytsms and RoundRobinson.
RoundRobinson strongly depends on Pytsms following the dependency of mtsms on tsms. The code of this implementation can be found in [34] .
The reference implementation follows the object orientated paradigm, and it observes a clear mapping between the model and the object classes. We use Unified Modeling Language (uml) diagrams to define the class structures.
We realized the model operations as object methods that we do not present in uml diagrams, due to space limitations.
Pytsms
Pytsms is the reference implementation of the model concepts of measure, time series, and temporal representation function. Figure 4 shows the relationships among these objects in a uml diagram. A TimeSeries object is an aggregation of Measure objects.
TimeSeries and Representation objects are associated, i.e., each TimeSeries has a default representation, and a
Representation operates over a TimeSeries.
A TimeSeries object has many methods. We classify them based on their functionality. First, a TimeSeries object includes methods to manipulate the structural model. that visitor is a design pattern that allows to add new functionality to objects without modifying them [35, 36] . 
Case study
In this section, we introduce a real case study. Actual data come from a temperature distributed sensor monitoring system [37] . We focus on the data of a particular sensor. We use Pytsms and RoundRobinson implementations to create a mtsdb and to query it.
Data. Figure 6 shows the original data for one year and a half. The plot interpolates the measures linearly. In this plot, we can see that there are missing data and some outlying observations. There are 146 709 stored values.
Schema. We design a mtsdb schema that stores a multiresolution time series with higher resolution at recent times and with lower resolution at older times. Attribute aggregate functions. To illustrate this example we consolidate all the resolution subseries using the mean zohe aggregate function, and the two highest resolution subseries using the maximum zohe aggregate function.
Consolidation. Figure 8 In all the four plots, we can see that the mean aggregate function has filled missing data and filtered outlier observations because the aggregate function comes from a zohe interpretation. In the 50 days step resolution, the first data point consolidated is previous to the original time series.
However, it is consolidated with the first known data as its aggregation comes from zohe interpretation. Figure 9 shows the TotalSeries queries for the mean zohe aggregate function resolution and for the maximum zohe resolution. Each resulting time series is plotted by interpolating its measures linearly. Note that this linear rendering seems displaced to the right because of zohe aggregation.
Comparing this figure with the original series in Figure 6 , we observe that it resembles an incremental low-pass filter, since we applied mean aggregation. Also, the maximum aggregation resembles an envelope function.
In conclusion, this mtsdb schema does not store the complete original data, but a compression of the original function that contains more data for recent times. Each of the SerieDisc time series is regular with δ. Although TotalSeries is not a regular time series, it has piece-wise regularity as a concatenation of every disc's δ. The purpose of this example is to show how we compute the multiresolution for a time series. In this case, we acquired the bulk data previously, and thus we calculated multiresolution offline. However, a mtsms is designed to consolidate while the original data are being acquired so that the multiresolution computation spreads along the acquisition and the computing time becomes less critical.
Conclusions
In this paper, we formalised a mtsms model. The foundation of mtsms is the tsms model, which we also formalised. We structured our models based on set theory, and heavily inspired on relational algebra. We have gone a bit further, and we proposed a tsms model that includes set, sequence, and temporal function behaviour. We also motivated the interest of multiresolution and its advantages. As a reference implementation, we developed a
Python package focused on the basic algebra, i.e., without the extended dbms capabilities.
The main purpose of a mtsms is to store compactly a time series and to operate its temporal dimension consistently. It stores time series using multiresolution time series, that is, it stores a time series at multiple resolutions called resolution subseries. Any resolution subseries has two key features: its resolution step and its attribute aggregate function, that is used to compact the data. According to this structure, a multiresolution time series is configured with a few parameters. These parameters are the number of resolution subseries, and for every subseries:
the resolution step, the initial consolidation time, the attribute aggregate function, and the capacity. If we tune these parameters properly, a multiresolution database can keep the desired data from a time series.
We ing regular facilitates these operations. However, the lossy storage implies that some operations will give approximate queries and that not every tsms operation will be semantically correct for a multiresolution time series. Therefore, the correct planning of the multiresolution schema is mandatory.
Compared to other tsms, we introduce a compression solution that stores only the data that can be required in later queries. We do not intend to reconstruct the original signal. Our multiresolution solution copes well with some difficult aspects of time series: regularity, data validation and data volume. The decompression time is minimal as data in discs get stored directly as a time series. As a consequence, computing a query has a small time cost. Moreover, if the query is an aggregation or resolution already calculated in a mtsms consolidation, then the response is immediate.
We formalised our model using set algebra without spec-ifying any particular query language. Because of this, our model is independent of specific implementations or query languages. In future work, a particular query language might be defined that facilitates the comparison of our multiresolution solution with other approaches. As our model is heavily inspired on relational algebra, we may implement this query language using academically relational query languages, such as Tutorial D [31] . An additional benefit of this procedure will be to illustrate whether the multiresolution time series use cases are cumbersome when we use relational languages.
When we apply a mtsms to store time series data, we discard some data given its lossy nature. In future work, it would be interesting to apply information theory to measure the information lost depending on the configuration of the multiresolution schema. We think that it is possible to get inspired by the approaches used by some authors on multimedia lossy compression techniques. For example, we could evaluate whether a human can distinguish some specific features in a time series visualisation based on the original time series and based on some multiresolution time series. Alternatively, given a query, we could compare the difference between the results obtained by applying the query to a multiresolution time series or applying the query to the original time series.
